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 Rao. The song, "Jackie wala Life", was produced by Sangeeth Sivan and sung by Shreya Ghoshal. The film released in India on
18 April 2011, and received positive reviews from the audience, critics, and was declared a Hit by Box Office India. The movie
is loosely inspired by Sangeeth's real life experiences. It became the second movie of Sangeeth to be released without a music

soundtrack. Story Apna Sapna Money Money (2011) is the story of Manu (Ritesh Deshmukh), his exploits and struggles. For the
first time, Sangeeth has started a movie without a music track, but still managed to create a unique sound. This movie is the

combination of comedy, songs and romance. Manu is a brilliant doctor. He is married and leads a happy life with his wife, Nidhi
(Celina .Rao). But Manu is restless and dissatisfied. He needs to change and it is here that the film starts. Manu decides to

change himself into a rich guy, and the first step towards that goal is to earn money. Manu decides to fake selling laptops. The
new venture is going well. He even manages to get a loan to continue his business, and starts buying an expensive car. However,
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with the rise in his loan, his identity is revealed. The consequences that ensue make the film a very funny and a love-based one.
Manu and Nidhi are separated as a result, and Manu is forced to pay back his loan. On his way to pay his loan, Manu meets the
rich Mr. Sagar (Jackie Shroff), and learns that the real reason behind his current situation is his wife. Later in the film, Manu
gets a job as an MCA teacher, where he comes to know that he is also supposed to teach all this to his students. But the rich

students only learn simple things like math, but he has to teach them all the subject, including songs, poems, personal affairs and
many more. Cast Ritesh Deshmukh as Manu Pravin Chaudhary Sunil Shetty as Professor Jagdish Patel Celina Rao as Nidhi
Kapadia Jackie Shroff as Mr. Sagar Joshi Anang Desai as Mr. Joseph Chadda Rakhi Sawant as Mrs. Chadda 82157476af
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